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Introduction 
An assemblage of tectonic, volcanic, and impact related units makes up the surface of tessera in northern 

Ovda Regio, Venus. The goal of the present work is to use stereo images to establish the relationships among 
the units within two F-MIDRPS's (05N065;1;3 and 00N065; 1;3) and to develop a scheme of the nature and 
sequence of tessera-forming events, as the basis for comparison with other tessera-forming sequences 
elsewhere on Venus. The youngest unit recognized is the volcanic plains suggesting that the tessera formation 
began with the large-scale volcanism. 

Units descri~tion 
Intratessera plains material. There are three generations of the intratessera plains. Plains 1 make up 

about 40-50% of the tessera surface within the 00N065 frame and only about 5% within the 00N065 frame. 
The most striking feature of these plains is that they occupy local heights when the plains of other generations 
localized in the lows. Plains 1 form flat or slightly undulating tops of isolated equidimensional or elongated 
ridges tens of km across separating by wide complex graben. Low curvilinear scarps often complicate smooth 
surfaces of the first generation plains. The ridges with flat summits mostly arranged in a spotty pattern 
resembling a set of polygons. Sometimes on the surface of plains one can see faint lineaments which could be 
traced between neighboring ridges and further. This suggests that the &st generation plains initially had a 
common surface broken later into pieces. Rains 2 are localized predominantly by the northern flank of the 
tessera region. The plains material there fills broad (several tens of km wide) W-E oriented depression and 
narrow latitudinal valleys separating narrow parallel ridges. Smooth surfaces of the plains disturbed 
sometimes by the most recent set of narrow graben Plains 3 spread throughout all the mapped area but are 
predominantly concentrated within the area of the 00N065 frame where they are localized in complex graben 
separating ridges of the first plains generation. Local occurrences of the plains 3 further to the south coalesce 
and make up a continuous surface ofthe core part of the western Ovda possessing the lowest topography of the 
whole Ovda Regio [2]. Material of the third generation plains emabays narrow graben. The graben, in turn, 
disturb surface of the plains 2. 

Tessera Tectonic Units. The unique tessera pattern is the result of overlapping of multiple tectonic 
deformation [3,4,5,6]. In the mapped area tectonic features and their sets are as follows. Broad ridges and 
depressions. These features are the most prominent in southern part of the 05N065 frame where they are 
oriented generally in W-E or in NE direction. Ridges of several tens of km wide and up to hundred km long 
are continuous or consist of chains of smaller ridges whose tops are made up by the first generation 
intratessera plains. The ridges are separated by depressions or troughs of 10-20 km wide and several hundred 
of km long. The troughs have U-shaped profile and usually are near parallel to each other or sometimes make 
an anastornosing pattern. Occasional arrangements of the smaller ridges made up by the plains 1 into the 
larger broad ridges suggest that the plains predate the stage of the broad ridge formation. System of the broad 
ridges and troughs could be result of large scale folding due to generally meridional compression. Complex 
wide graben are the most abundant within the area of the 00N065 frame where they make an irregular grid of 
depressions separating the smaller ridges with the plains 1 unit on their tops. The graben often have flat 
bottom and their walls usually consist of series of inside looking nested low scarps that allow one to interpret 
the graben as result of extension. The complex graben break the long ridges and at the localities where sets of 
depressions are devoid of any intratessera plains filling, one can see that the graben cut across the U-shaped 
troughs. This relationship established the complex graben as younger features than the broad ridges-troughs 
system. The graben usually cut the generally latitudinal broad ridges at high angles. This suggests that 
extension which formed graben was generally in W-E direction. A latitudinal zone of narrmparaUe1 ridges 
and vaUeys runs along northern edge of the tessera. It consists of ridges of several km wide and several tens of 
km long. The ridges have rounded crests and symmetrical profile and are separated from each other by narrow 
V-shaped valleys. Some of the valleys filled with the material of the intratessera plains 2. The zone of parallel 
ridges by its typical feature set and its orientation is similar to the tessera boundary zone. The later, however, 
is higher and lacks evidence of volcanism. Features of both zones suggest that they have been formed due to 
meridional compression. The boundary zone is probably the result of new stage of compression or the later 
phase of the same stage. Within the zone of parallel ridges neither broad ridges and troughs nor complex 
graben are recognizable, although these features are prominent just to the south of the zone. It could imply that 
the parallel ridges zone is younger. System of meridional n m a o  graben consists of numerous near-parallel 
narrow (a few km wide) and long (up to several tens of km) flat floored graben. The graben are the most 
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abundant w i t h  the area of the 05N065 frame. The features cut across all tessera tectonic structures and 
surface of the intratessera plains 1 and 2 units, however, the plains 3 unit embays the graben. Also, the graben 
are abruptly terminated at the tessera northern boundary and only a few of them could be traced within the 
plains surrounding Ovda. This means that the narrow graben formation predates emplacement of the vast 
lowland plains and that the intratessera plains 3 unit is probably synchronous to the vast plains. 

Impact Crater Material. There are four impact craters and one crater-like feature within the area under 
study. The largest crater is Joliet-Curie (1.6S, 62.5E, 94.5 km). It is a double ring crater whose ejecta 
superimposed on the surface ofintratessera plains [I]. Bowl-shaped crater Carter (5.3N, 67.25E, 17.5 km) is 
on the rugged tessera surface and possesses a prominent ejecta blanket surrounded by a dark halo. The crater's 
cavity, continuous ejecta, and the halo look undisturbed from tessera-forming tectonic features. Two craters, at 
6.7N, 64.1E and 6.8N and 64.08E, have diameters 5.0 and 2.4 km respectively. Both craters are on the surface 
of the intratessera plains 2. The crater-like feature (6.05N, 65.25E, about 6.0 km) is atop the rough tessera 
surface. It is a circular bowl-shaped depression with a prominent rim surrounded by tone of brighter material. 
If the feature is an impact crater, whtch is suggested by its shape, then the bright zone is a relict of ejecta 
blanket heavlly disturbed by tessera tectonism. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Mapping of the material and tectonic tessera complexes allows one to develop a scheme of consequence of 

events which led to formation of the northern portion of Ovda Regio tessera. These events are as follows (from 
older to younger): I) intratessera plains 1 emplacement; 2) formation of the broad ridges and troughs; 3) 
origination of the complex graben; 4-a) development of the parallel ridges zone; 4-b) fonnation of the tessera 
boundary zone; 5) intratessera plains 2 emplacement; 6) formation of the narrow graben; 7) emplacement of 
the intratessera plains 3 which was probably synchronous to the lava flooding of Ovda. 

This sequence implies that recognizable chain of events in northern Ovda began from large-scale 
volcanism. Because the surface of the first generation intratessera plains is relatively smooth and moderately 
disturbed the plains material probably erupted onto already existed hgh terrain. It is unclear whether such a 
terrain had been made by accumulation of volcanic products in a manner proposed in [7J or is a result of the 
lithosphere shortening, for instance due to mantle downwelling [8,9]. However, the later seems to be less 
likely because pure tectonically thickened lithosphere would serve as a lid for the interior heat flux. This 
agrees with the fact that the late intratessera plains occupy only a small portion of tesserae [5,10,11]. Tectonic 
activity followed the first volcanic stage and produced several sets of features each of which could be 
considered as a result of generally meridional compression. Tectonic features appear to become younger from 
the internal areas of the tessera to its edge. This agrees with proposed evolution of the edges of venusian 
highlands due to mantle downwelling [12,13.14]. 

First stages of tessera-forming volcanism and tectonism must have been more intensive than impact 
cratering process because they erased any traces of early craters. Results of cratering become visible only at 
late stages of the endogenous activity (after formation of the zone of parallel ridges). This suggests that 
endogenous activity in the tessera probably faded out since that time. The pristine appearance of impact craters 
within the mapped area as well as the small percentage of modified craters on the other tesserae [I, 151 
strongly favors tessera stabilization before the venusian plains emplacement. 
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